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Welcome to the August edition
of our NfP eNews
I hope all is well with you, your families and your organisation.
In this edition, we provide an overview of the launch of the Government’s 2020
Comprehensive Spending Review and an update on the launch of the Government’s
fundamental business rates review – a national campaign to increase the amount
of gift aid recoverable on charitable donations. We also look at charity insolvency
and how charities can benefit from a new act passed into law, the updated guidance
on the importance of transparent and accountable governance by the Charities
Commission, and the Companies House filing extension update.
Additionally, we explain the new processes for SORP engagement discussions, with
a brief overview of recently released Information Sheets 5 and 6, as well as further
change and guidance on helping the charity sector to deal with the effect of the
COVID-19 pandemic.
Hot off the press
HMRC have provided revised guidance on digital advertising which may enable
charities to seek VAT refunds from online advertising. You may be aware that in
recent years HMRC have been seeking to tax advertisements where digital selection
of the recipient (or viewer) of the advert has occurred, and that this has impacted a
large proportion of what had previously been zero rated charity advertising. We are
reviewing the revised guidance and how it affects the previously released advice.
We will issue our guidance on this shortly.
Best Wishes,
Robin Evans
Partner, Head of Not for Profit
E: robin.evans@carpenterbox.com
T: 01903 234094

Government spending
review launched

Business rates
review

The Government have now launched the 2020
Comprehensive Spending Review (CSR). The review
will set UK Government departments’ resource budgets
for the years 2021/22 to 2023/24 and capital budgets
for the years 2021/22 until 2024/25, and devolved
administrations’ block grants for the same period.

On 21 July the Treasury launched a call for evidence on
the Fundamental Review of Business Rates, announced
in the last budget. The call for evidence seeks views on
how the business rates system currently works, issues
to be addressed, ideas for change and a number of
alternative taxes.

The priorities of the review are focused upon post
Covid-19 recovery and ensuring opportunities are
spread more equally across the UK nations to
strengthen the UK’s global standing. There is also a
strong focus expected on making the UK a scientific
‘superpower’ which is hoped will also assist the
government in achieving its 2050 carbon emissions
target.

There are two parts, with initial responses to one part
due by 18 September and other sections by 31 October.
This will have an impact on nearly all charities who
currently benefit from business rate relief.

However there are certainly some dark clouds on the
horizon as the Chancellor has stated that there “will
need be tough choices in other areas of spending”.
As such “all departments have been asked to identify
opportunities to reprioritise and deliver savings”.
Where the savings come from will be of key interest to
the charity sector. Representations to the CSR can be
submitted here.

MHA will be responding to the consultation and would
welcome your views. Please email Stuart McKay,
Partner at MHA MacIntyre Hudson at
Stuart.Mckay@mhllp.co.uk to discuss.

What is the UK’s economic outlook?
READ MORE

Economic
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Gift aid
campaign

Charity
insolvency

The Charity Finance Group alongside CAF, Charity
Tax Group, the Chartered Institute of Fundraising, and
NCVO, are calling on the government to temporarily
increase the amount of Gift Aid claimed on donations.
The change would mean that a £100 donation from a
UK taxpayer would increase to £133.33 for the charity
once Gift Aid had been claimed. The group is also
calling for changes to the GASDS to help ease the
administrative burden for smaller charities.

The Corporate Insolvency and Governance Act was
passed into law on 25th June 2020. The Act aims
to address financial problems that both voluntary
organisations as well as private companies are having
to face as an effect of the COVID-19 pandemic.
The new rules introduced to help charities facing
problems are:

Almost 200 charities have signed up to the campaign
but we need you to add your voice. To add your support
to the campaign email richard.sagar@cfg.org.uk
Please look at the #NeverMoreNeeded website for
more information on the changes we are calling for.

• The right to apply for more time to avoid debt
enforcement action.
• Limits to the rights of contractors to terminate
supply agreements with charities.
• Placing restrictions on winding up petitions where a
charity cannot pay its bill as a result of the pandemic
• Introducing new procedures to help viable charities
restructure if they are struggling with debt.
• Suspending some provisions in order to reduce the
risk that trustees are personally liable during the
crisis.
Further guidance has been issued by the Charities
Commission summarising in more detail how Charities
in financial distress will have access to these new rules.

Podcast – business advice

Survive, revive
and thrive
Listen now

Companies house
filing extension –
update

SORP engagement
discussions
announced

New guidance has been published for companies
regarding the extension of filing deadlines, giving
companies and other types of businesses more time to
file their accounts at Companies House. Those that will
benefit from the extension are public companies with a
filing deadline that falls between 26 March 2020 and 29
September 2020.

The SORP-making committee have introduced a new
development process to apply greater engagement
using engagement partners who have been recruited
via an open recruitment process.

If this applies to your company, there is no need to
apply for the extension as Companies House will
automatically extend your deadline to the earlier of:
• 30 September 2020 or
• 12 months from the end of your accounting period.

Convenors have been allocated to each of the different
engagement strands (specific areas) based on their
interests. The areas will cover the key users of charity
annual reports and accounts, as well as the SORP
itself.
Details of each of the convenors, and the strands they
have been appointed to, are provided on the dedicated
SORP website.

It is important to note that for companies who are also
working towards the Charity Commission deadline
must still work towards this unless you have applied for
an extension.

hub
Trustee
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The importance
of transparent
and accountable
governance
A regulatory alert has been issued to charities with the
following profiles:
• Large charity with a complex governance and
management structure.
• Service providing charity with front line staff that
directly serve and interact with beneficiaries.
The alert aims to assist charities fitting into the
above profile in mitigating the risks which result from
governance and management failures that could in
turn potentially bring harm to people or to the charity’s
finances or reputation.
The Charity Commission have included advice targeted
directly at the Trustees, executives and the Charity
itself, some of which has been summarised below:
• Trustees to ensure regular and effective
communication with executives with regular
reviews of the risk management processes and the
committees that provide oversight of key aspects of
the charity.
• Executives to regularly report to the board on
significant events and ensure that consideration is
taken on how to provide assurance on the charity’s
activities, including being confident how third-party
suppliers/services will carry out planned work.

Covid-19 Guidance

• The charity should ensure effective and sufficient
resources, policies and procedures are in place and
being practiced by all trustees, staff and volunteers.
Important also when working with or through
external people, where regular review should be
performed.
Charities should remain mindful of the risks raised in
the alert and to take appropriate action to reduce or
mitigate them where necessary.

Coronavirus
(COVID-19) update
We have published an update to reflect HMRC’s
changes in guidance offering an early corporation
tax repayment opportunity to companies who have
experienced losses due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
These changes mean that companies can:
• Receive a repayment of corporation in relation to its
most recent filed accounting period.
• If large, claim a repayment of quarterly instalment
payments it has made even if that accounting period
has not finished.
For further guidance, the Charity Commission have
released updated information to assist the charity
sector in dealing with the (COVID-19) pandemic
by answering some of the most commonly asked
questions.

Early corporate tax
repayment opportunity
Read more

Information
sheet 5

Information
sheet 6:

To assist in the clarification of the application of the
SORP or particular recommendations in the SORP, the
SORP-making body have issued their latest information
sheet. Information sheet 5 aims to assist charitable
companies that fall within the scope of the Companies
(Directors’ Report) and Limited Liability Partnerships
(Energy and Carbon Report) 2018 Regulations.
Of which the requirements apply to reporting periods
starting on or after 1 April 2019.

Irish Charities: Merger Accounting and Republic of
Ireland Company Law

Information includes:
• The changes introduced by the 2018 regulations
including large companies being required to report
their UK energy use as well as an intensity ratio and
information relating to energy efficiency action.
• An overview of disclosure requirements.
• Reporting exemptions such as low energy users and
information not being practical obtain.
• Financial and organisational reporting requirements
and control.

The purpose of Information sheet 6 is to explain the
position in relation to Republic of Ireland company law
with respect to paragraph 27.4A of the Charities SORP
(FRS 102) (second edition). This includes changes
to merger accounting in UK company law and the
principles that needs to be met in order to continue to
apply merger accounting.
Organisations who are not prohibited by FRS 102 and
Charities SORP are:
• Unincorporated charities
• Charitable incorporated organisations
• Entities which are based outside of the UK and
Republic of Ireland
It is important to note that if an organisation is
subject to other legal frameworks that do prohibit
merger accounting then the position to continue to
apply is revoked.

Changes to
VAT rates

Tills or manual record keeping systems will need to be
updated to ensure the above is now recorded at the 5%
rate. Receipts will also need to be updated with the new
VAT rate if required by the customers.

The government has announced a temporary VAT
reduction on supplies of hospitality, accommodation,
and admission to attractions.

This will make catering more complicated as there
are now various rates to apply to the supplies made in
the course of catering, for instance zero rated for cold
takeaway, reduce rated for the above, and standard
rated for all alcohol and also soft drinks for takeaway.
Although the VAT saving is significant it has come
at a cost to the complexity for this sector. If you are
supplying accommodation including in hotels, inns,
B&Bs and pitch hire for camping or caravans then the
5% rate will apply to these supplies.

From 15 July 2020 to 12 January 2021, the reduced
rate of VAT (5%) will apply to these supplies subject
to meeting HMRC’s criteria. Charities and other not
for profits will need to review if any of their supplies
in these areas that currently incur the standard rate
of VAT (20%) will fall into the 5% category as there is
potentially a significant VAT saving.
Catering provided through a café, restaurant, or
canteen for example will be subject to 5% VAT on the
following:
• Hot and cold food for consumption on the premises
on which they are supplied.
• Hot and cold non-alcoholic beverages for
consumption on the premises on which they are
supplied.
• Hot takeaway food for consumption off the
premises on which they are supplied.
• Hot takeaway non-alcoholic beverages for
consumption off the premises on which they are
supplied.
• Supplies of food and drink from vending machines
in canteens and restaurant type areas.

The reduction for admission to attractions may be
relevant to some charities. However, if the entrance
fee or charge is currently exempt under the cultural
VAT exemption rules then the exemption and not the
5% rate will continue to apply. If the admission is not
covered by the cultural exemption then the entrance
fee to enter shows, theatres, fairs, concerts, museums,
exhibitions, and gardens will now be reduce rated.
Overall, the temporary VAT reduction will mainly benefit
businesses in these sectors, however some of the VAT
savings will flow through to charities who have trading
activities in these areas. If you would like to discuss any
of these changes with our VAT team then please do not
hesitate to contact us.

Temporary reduced VAT for parts of
the Hospitality and Leisure sector
Read more
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